AFGHANISTAN

Educational Perspectives only prepares evaluation reports on the basis of verified documents for all studies completed in Afghanistan. Applicants who submit documents from Afghanistan should expect significant delays while the verification process is being completed.

Please submit all documents which apply to your educational history:

Official educational credentials issued in the official language of the country (Dari or Pashto) or English. Documents that are not issued in English must be accompanied by an official or certified English translation.

Applicants wishing to have secondary-level and postsecondary study evaluated by Educational Perspectives have two options available to satisfy Educational Perspectives’ verification process:

- Applicants can submit all academic records and degree certificates for both secondary-level and postsecondary level education to The Embassy of Afghanistan in Washington, D.C. to be verified. All documents must have the appropriate stamps from the Ministry of Foreign Affairs in Afghanistan before they are submitted to the embassy. Documents without the Ministry of Foreign Affairs stamp must be returned to Afghanistan to have the appropriate verifications completed by the Ministry of Foreign Affairs. After the documents have been verified by both the Ministry of Foreign Affairs and The Embassy of Afghanistan, the applicant is welcome to submit all original, official documents to Educational Perspectives for evaluation.

Any questions regarding the verification process at The Embassy of Afghanistan should be directed to the embassy via telephone at 202-483-6410. Applicants wishing to have documents verified by The Embassy of Afghanistan should submit their documents to the following address:

Embassy of Afghanistan, Consulate Section  
2233 Wisconsin Ave NW  
Suite# 216  
Washington DC, 20007

OR

- Applicants may submit photocopies of all academic records and degree certificates directly to Educational Perspectives, and Educational Perspectives will work to verify the authenticity of the documentation directly with the issuing institution. Applicants choosing to pursue this option should note that there will be significant delays in completion of evaluation reports, as obtaining a verification response is often a lengthy process.

IMPORTANT INFORMATION:

If you would like your original documents returned to you via courier service, please request this delivery option on your application form; there is an additional charge for this service. Unless courier delivery is requested, all original documents will be returned by regular mail (US Postal Service).

A syllabus or other type of course descriptions for all academic subjects studied beyond secondary school is necessary to prepare a Subject Analysis or Catalog Match report. Please note: Subject Analysis and Catalog Match reports cannot be prepared without this information.